Rackspace Service Blocks: Cost Optimizer for AWS

Gain insight and visibility into your AWS account and spend.

As a leading cloud services provider, Rackspace understands that no two cloud journeys are the same. Cloud support and management requirements vary from organization to organization. Rackspace Service Blocks™ allow you to get the exact solutions required to address your unique needs — delivered by specialized teams that meet you exactly where you are on your cloud journey.

Why Rackspace for Cost Optimizer for AWS?

Cost Optimizer is the most comprehensive billing and management service for your AWS deployment, providing clear insights into your AWS spend and recommendations on how to remove cost.

Rackspace provides expert advice and guidance on maximizing the cost efficiency and spend optimization of your cloud investment.

Cost Optimizer provides complete access to actionable resource information using best-practice guidelines, leading cost tooling and usage reporting and analytics.

Key Features

CloudHealth: Industry-leading tooling for automated account analysis, reporting and recommendations for cost reductions and increased efficiency of your cloud infrastructure.

Initial In-depth Cost Review: Rackspace Cloud Financial Analysts meet with you to identify quick wins and cost drivers within your AWS accounts.

Monthly Intel Overview: Rackspace experts will review service breakdowns and visualizations of your accounts to understand spending trends and provide cost savings recommendations.

Cloud Concierge Services: Rackspace cost-focused experts are available to answer any questions you have related to spend and consumption within your account.

Add-on Services: Build customized cloud services by adding other available service blocks, including Platform Essentials, Architect & Deploy, Discover & Enhance, Manage & Operate and Complex Cloud Operations.

Additional Services

Every business faces unique challenges, and Rackspace Service Blocks offer flexible, specialized cloud solutions to solve your constantly evolving needs — regardless of where you are in your cloud journey. Additional service blocks include:

- Platform Essentials: Easily manage your accounts and user permissions in a consolidated control panel. Extend AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud support with 24x7x365 ticketed access to Rackspace cloud experts. Reduce costs, improve reliability and add security and redundancy across your public cloud infrastructure with industry-leading tooling and automated analytics reporting.

- Architect & Deploy: Certified cloud architects design, build and deploy your cloud infrastructure to meet your specific requirements, leveraging cloud architecture best practices for optimal performance and reliability.

About Rackspace

Rackspace is your trusted partner across cloud, applications, security, data and infrastructure.

- A leader in the 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and Managed Services, Worldwide
- 3,000+ cloud experts
- Hosting provider for more than half of the Fortune 100
- 20+ years of hosting experience
- Customers in 150+ countries
- 1,600+ AWS technical certificates worldwide

Comprehensive AWS skill sets

- Premier Consulting Partner
- Audited Managed Service Provider
- Solution Provider
- AWS Reseller
- Well Architected
- Public Sector Partner
- Immersion Day Partner
- ISV Workload Migration
- Data & Analytics Competency
- DevOps Competency
- Education Competency
- Financial Services Competency
- Healthcare Competency
- Industrial Software Competency
- IoT Competency
- Microsoft Workloads Competency
- Migration Competency
- Oracle Competency
- Storage Competency
- Amazon EC2 for Microsoft Windows Server
- AWS Database Migration Service
- Amazon RDS
- Amazon Aurora
- Amazon CloudFront
- AWS CloudFormation

Fanatical Experience™

Experts on your side, doing what it takes to get the job done right. From first consultation to daily operations, Rackspace combines the power of always-on service with best-in-class tools and automation to deliver technology when and how you need it.
• **Discover & Enhance**: Align existing public cloud environments with best practices for security, availability and operational excellence.

• **Manage & Operate**: Reduce the burden of managing, monitoring and operating your public cloud infrastructure through enhanced tooling and 24x7x365 access to operational support from a team of certified cloud specialists.

• **Complex Cloud Operations**: Gain access to advanced, named technical resources who optimize your public cloud operations and architectural infrastructure.

---

**Take the Next Step**

Let’s talk about how Cost Optimizer for AWS can help provide clear insights into your AWS spend.

Learn more: [www.rackspace.com/cloud/public/service-blocks](http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/public/service-blocks)

Call: 1-800-961-2888